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Abstract
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1 Introduction
In spacetime geometry scenarios of general relativistic astrophysics and cosmology it often happens that
there exists a preferred timelike vector eld. For example, one might have a source corresponding to a stress-
energy-momentum tensor with a timelike eigendirection, perfect uids being perhaps the most familiar
example. Other cases arise when symmetries give rise to a preferred timelike direction. Spatially self-similar
and spatially homogeneous models are examples of this situation. If there exists a preferred timelike vector
eld on the spacetime manifold then the associated unit timelike vector eld u ( such that u

u

=  1 )
determines tensors U


and h


, respectively projecting parallel and orthogonal to u, according to
U


:=  u

u

;
h


:= 


+ u

u

:
(1.1)
It follows that
U


U


= U


; U


u

= u

; U


= 1 ;
h


h


= h


; h


u

= 0 ; h


= 3 :
(1.2)
Due to the structure imposed on the spacetime manifold by the existence of u, a 1+ 3 tensor decomposition of
all geometrical objects of physical interest can be made with the help of the projection tensors U


and h


.
For example, it is standard to decompose the covariant derivative r

u

into its irreducible parts according
to [1]
r

u

=  u

_u

+ 

+
1
3
h

  !

; (1:3)
where 

is symmetric and tracefree, !

is antisymmetric, and 0 = _u

u

= 

u

= !

u

. The
kinematical elds associated with the timelike congruence u are dened by
_u

:= u

r

u

;
 := r

u

;


:= _u
(
u
)
+r
(
u
)
 
1
3
h

;
!

:=  u
[
_u
]
 r
[
u
]
;
(1.4)
where _u

denotes the acceleration vector;  the (volume) rate of expansion scalar; 

is the rate of shear
tensor, with magnitude

2
:=
1
2




; (1:5)
and !

is the vorticity tensor. It is convenient to dene a vorticity vector
!

:=
1
2


!

u

() !

= 

!

u

; (1:6)
where 

is the totally antisymmetric permutation tensor. The sign convention 
0123
= 1=
p
 g , 
0123
=
 
p
 g ( where g denotes the determinant of the spacetime metric tensor, g

, with Lorentzian signature ),
will be employed throughout, following the conventions established in Ref. [2]
1
. The magnitude ! of the
vorticity is dened by
!
2
:= !

!

=
1
2
!

!

: (1:7)
The vector eld u is hypersurface forming if ! = 0.
It is useful to dene a representative length ` along the worldlines of u, describing the volume expansion
(contraction) behavior of the congruence completely, by the equation
u

r

`
`
:=
1
3
 : (1:8)
1
At this point there exists a lot of confusion in the literature. We think that in general it would be sensible to follow
the conventions of Misner, Thorne and Wheeler [3], such that 
0123
=
p
 g , 
0123
=   1=
p
 g ; hence 

is the natural
canonical 4-form representing the future pointing, righthanded unit volume element in four dimensions. Then   

u

=
u



translates into the unit 3-volume element 
ijk
, and the decomposition of the gradient of the 4-velocity u reads
r

u

=  u

_u

+

+
1
3
h

+!

. Overall a minus sign would occur in all subsequent denitions, which involve 

u

or its orthonormal frame form 
abcd
u
d
. Furthermore, applying these conventions, in all equations terms linear in the vorticity
would come with the opposite sign.
2
It is also useful to dene the Hubble parameter H and the dimensionless (cosmological) deceleration param-
eter q:
H :=
u

r

`
`
=
1
3
 ; q :=  
` u

r

(u

r

`)
(u

r

`)
2
= 3u

r


1


  1 : (1:9)
Work on the covariant 1 + 3 splitting of uid spacetime geometries [1] was initiated rst by Eisenhart and
Synge and continued by Godel, Raychaudhuri, and the group comprized of Schucking, Ehlers, Sachs and
Trumper ( see e.g. Ref. [4] ). Extensions are due to, besides others, Hawking [5]. Nice reviews of this
approach with particular focus on applications in relativistic cosmology were subsequently given by Ellis
[6, 7].
The outline of the paper is the following: In section 2 we present and discuss the basic equations in the
1 + 3 orthonormal frame approach. General features of this approach and various applications have been
discussed in the past by, for example, Pirani [8], Ellis [9] and MacCallum [10, 11]. Other useful references
addressing general properties of the orthonormal frame approach are the books by Wald [12] and de Felice
and Clarke [13] and the paper by Edgar [14]. The equations are given explicitly in terms of irreducibly
decomposed quantities, including the Bianchi identities, which had not been given fully expanded in the
aforementioned references. As the curvature is associated with, in principle, physical observations, it is of
advantage to consider curvature related quantities as variables, as we discuss in this section. The present
formulation is completely analogous to the Newman{Penrose approach [15]; we only replace a null congruence
by a timelike congruence. It is also shown how one can naturally introduce local coordinates adapted to the
existence of a preferred timelike vector eld in the context of the orthonormal frame approach, following the
work by Jantzen et al [16]. In section 3 we give a dimensionless formulation of the 1 + 3 orthonormal frame
equations based on \expansion-normalized" variables. This is a direct generalization of the formulations of
Wainwright and coworkers in the context of Bianchi cosmology and models with two commuting spacelike
Killing vector elds ( see e.g., Ref. [2] ). In section 4 we give a number of examples showing the usefulness
of the formalism developed in sections 2 and 3. First we show how one can include magnetic Maxwell elds
in the so-called \silent" cosmological models [17] - [19]. We also discuss further possible generalizations of
this class and the connection between the \silent" models and the algebraically special spacetimes in the
context of the Newman{Penrose formalism. Thereafter it is shown how one can easily obtain a useful form
for the equations of locally rotationally symmetric models (LRS) [9, 20] and spatially homogeneous models
[21, 22], simply by deleting terms from the equations given in sections 2 and 3. We nally conclude with
some remarks in section 5.
We use the following index conventions for tensors: covariant spacetime indices are denoted by letters
from the second half of the greek alphabet (; ; ; : : : = 0  3 ), with spatial coordinate indices symbolized
by letters from the second half of the latin alphabet ( i; j; k; : : : = 1   3 ); orthonormal frame spacetime
indices are denoted by letters from the rst half of the latin alphabet ( a; b; c; : : : = 0   3 ), with spatial
frame indices chosen from the rst half of the greek alphabet (; ; ; : : : = 1  3 ).
2 The 1 + 3 Orthonormal Frame Approach
In the orthonormal frame approach one chooses at each point of the spacetime manifold a set of four linearly
independent 1-forms f!
a
g such that the line element can locally be expressed as
ds
2
= 
ab
!
a
!
b
; (2:1)
where 
ab
= diag [  1; 1; 1; 1 ] , (
p
  = 1 ) , is a constant Minkowskian frame metric. The vectors f e
a
g
dual to the 1-forms f!
a
g satisfy the relation
h!
a
; e
b
i = 
a
b
: (2:2)
In the 1+ 3 orthonormal frame approach to uid spacetime geometries it is customary to choose the timelike
frame vector e
0
to be the 4-velocity of the matter uid ow, although other choices are possible as well and
will be mentioned later on. Along these lines we are now going to make a 1 + 3 split of the commutator
relations as well as of the curvature variables and their eld equations, part of which are constituted by the
Bianchi identities.
3
2.1 The commutators
The commutation functions, 
a
bc
, are dened by
[ e
a
; e
b
] = 
c
ab
e
c
; (2:3)
where the frame vectors e
a
are understood to act as dierential operators, e
a
(T ), on any geometrical objects
T . The covariant derivative is given by
r
b
Y
a
= e
b
(Y
a
) +  
a
cb
Y
c
; r
b
V
a
= e
b
(V
a
)   
c
ab
V
c
: (2:4)
If one assumes that there is no torsion and that the connection is related to the metric through
r
c

ab
= 0 =   
d
ac

db
   
d
bc

ad
; (2:5)
one can express the Ricci rotation coecients,  
a
bc
, in terms of the commutation functions by the relation
 
abc
=
1
2


ad

d
cb
+ 
bd

d
ac
  
cd

d
ba

() 
a
bc
=   [  
a
bc
   
a
cb
] ; (2:6)
where  
abc
= 
ad
 
d
bc
and  
(ab)c
= 0. The latter property arises as a consequence of Eq. (2.5).
Aligning the timelike direction of the orthonormal frame with the tangent of the preferred timelike
congruence, e
0
= u (u
a
= 
a
0
, u
a
=   
0
a
), the commutation functions with one or two indices equal to zero
can be expressed in terms of the frame components of the kinematic quantities associated with the timelike
congruence as dened in Eq. (1.4), and the quantity


a
:=
1
2

abcd
e
b

_
e
c
u
d
; (2:7)
(where
_
e
a
:= u
b
r
b
e
a
), which can be interpreted as the local angular velocity of the (to be chosen) spatial
frame f e

g with respect to a second spatial frame f~e

g, which is Fermi-propagated along e
0
= u. Secondly,
the purely spatial components, 


, are decomposed, following work by Schucking, Kundt and Behr ( see
e.g. Ref. [21] ), into an object a

and a symmetric object n

as follows:



:= 2 a
[


]
+ 

n

: (2:8)


is the totally antisymmetric 3-D permutation tensor with 
123
= 1 = 
123
. The commutators are
described by the expressions for 
a
bc
. Their 1 + 3 decomposition leads to
[ e
0
; e

] = _u

e
0
 

1
3
 


+ 


+ 


(!

  


)

e

; (2.9)
[ e

; e

] =   2 

!

e
0
+

2 a
[


]
+ 

n


e

: (2.10)
As an aside we here mention the conditions that a particular spatial frame vector e

be hypersurface orthog-
onal (HSO) [12]. They are given by
0 = 

+ 

(!

  


)  6=  6=  ;
0 = n

no summation :
(2.11)
2.2 The curvature
The relation between the Riemann curvature tensor and the Ricci rotation coecients is given by [2]
R
a
bcd
:= e
c
( 
a
bd
)  e
d
( 
a
bc
) +  
a
ec
 
e
bd
   
a
ed
 
e
bc
   
a
be

e
cd
; (2:12)
while the Ricci curvature tensor and Ricci curvature scalar are dened by
R
bd
:= R
a
bad
; R := R
ab
ab
: (2:13)
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The denition of the Riemann curvature tensor and the symmetry property  
(ab)c
= 0 imply R
abcd
=  R
abdc
and R
abcd
=  R
bacd
. The 16 Jacobi identities
[ [ e
a
; e
b
]; e
c
] + [ [ e
b
; e
c
]; e
a
] + [ [ e
c
; e
a
]; e
b
] = 0 () e
[a
(
d
bc]
) + 
e
[ab

d
c]e
= 0 ; (2:14)
correspond to the 16 equations
R
a
[bcd]
= 0 ; R
abcd
= R
cdab
; (2:15)
where the anticyclic relation R
a
[bcd]
= 0, together with the antisymmetric properties of the rst and last
index pairs of the curvature tensor, leads to R
abcd
= R
cdab
.
The Einstein eld equations with a nonzero cosmological constant can be written as
R
a
b
= T
a
b
 
1
2
T 
a
b
+ 
a
b
: (2:16)
Here (and in the remainder of this paper) we use geometrized units, c = 1 = 8G=c
2
[3], such that the
dimensions of all dynamical variables can be expressed as integer powers of the single remaining nontrivial
dimension [ length ].
In the phenomenological uid description of a general matter source the standard decomposition of the
stress-energy-momentum tensor T
ab
with respect to a timelike vector eld u is given by
T
ab
= u
a
u
b
+ 2 q
(a
u
b)
+ p h
ab
+ 
ab
: (2:17)
Here the following matter elds arise:  denotes the total energy density scalar, p the isotropic pressure
scalar, q
a
the energy current density vector, and 
ab
the anisotropic pressure tensor. We have that
q
a
u
a
= 0 ; 
ab
u
b
= 0 ; 
a
a
= 0 ; 
ab
= 
ba
; (2:18)
and the matter elds need to be linked by an appropriate thermodynamic equation of state in order to
provide a coherent picture of the physics underlying a uid spacetime geometry scenario.
The completely tracefree Weyl conformal curvature tensor is dened by [2]
C
ab
cd
:= R
ab
cd
  2 
[a
[c
R
b]
d]
+
1
3
R 
a
[c

b
d]
: (2:19)
When there exists a preferred timelike vector eld u, it is also useful to decompose the Weyl tensor into its
\electric part"
E
ac
:= C
abcd
u
b
u
d
; (2:20)
and its \magnetic part"
H
ac
:=

C
abcd
u
b
u
d
; (2:21)
where the dual is dened by

C
abcd
:=
1
2

ab
ef
C
efcd
: (2:22)
The \electric" and \magnetic" tensors are symmetric and tracefree and satisfy E
ab
u
b
= 0 = H
ab
u
b
. It
follows that E
ab
= 0 = H
ab
, C
abcd
= 0. These denitions lead to [6]
C
ab
cd
=
h
4 
[a
e

b]
f

g
[c

h
d]
  
ab
ef

gh
cd
i
u
e
u
g
E
f
h
  2
h

ab
ef

g
[c

h
d]
+ 
[a
e

b]
f

gh
cd
i
u
e
u
g
H
f
h
(2.23)
Then, from Eq. (2.19), using Eqs. (2.16), (2.17) and (2.23), we obtain for the Riemann curvature tensor
the expression
R
ab
cd
=
h
4 
[a
e

b]
f

g
[c

h
d]
  
ab
ef

gh
cd
i
u
e
u
g
E
f
h
  2
h

ab
ef

g
[c

h
d]
+ 
[a
e

b]
f

gh
cd
i
u
e
u
g
H
f
h
+ 2 
[a
[c
h
(+ p)u
b]
u
d]
+ q
b]
u
d]
+ u
b]
q
d]
+ 
b]
d]
i
+
2
3
(+) 
a
[c

b
d]
: (2.24)
Inserting expression (2.12) for R
ab
cd
into the lefthand side of Eq. (2.24) implies that one can obtain the
Einstein eld equations (by contraction on the indices a and c), the 16 Jacobi identities and also expressions
for E
ab
and H
ab
in terms of the frame derivatives e
a
and the basic variables
f ; _u

; 

; !

;


; a

; n

; ; p; q

; 

g : (2:25)
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The eld equations
e
0
() =  
1
3

2
+ (e

+ _u

  2 a

) ( _u

)  2
2
+ 2!
2
 
1
2
(+ 3p) +  ; (2.26)
e
0
(

) =   

+ (
(
e

+ _u
(
+ a
(
) ( _u
)
) + 2!
(


)
+ 

 

S

 
1
3


[ (e

+ _u

+ a

) ( _u

) + 2!




] + 
(
h
2



)

  n
)

_u

i
; (2.27)
0 =  
1
3

2
+ 
2
  !
2
  2!




 
1
2

R + ; (2.28)
0 = q

 
2
3


e

() + (e

  3 a

) (

) + n


!

  


(e

+ 2 _u

  a

) (!

) + n





; (2.29)
where

S

:= e
(
(a
)
) + b

 
1
3


[ e

(a

) + b


]  

(
(e
jj
  2 a
jj
) (n
)
) ; (2.30)

R := 2 (2 e

  3 a

) (a

) 
1
2
b


; (2.31)
b

:= 2n

n


  n


n

: (2.32)
Equation (2.26), which is the (00)-part of Eq. (2.16), is commonly called the Raychaudhuri equation. The
symmetric tracefree ()-part of Eq. (2.16) corresponds to the shear evolution Eq. (2.27), while Eq. (2.28)
constitutes a generalized Friedmann equation. Finally, Eq. (2.29) is the (0)-part of Eq. (2.16).
The objects

S

and

R are the tracefree part and the trace of

R

, which is just the intrinsic 3-Ricci
curvature of spacelike 3-surfaces orthogonal to the matter ow tangent u, if !

= 0 [10]. However, when
!

6= 0, then

R

is not even a tensor; it is just a symbol dened by its relation to the objects a

and n

.
There are a number of ways one can dene a \3-curvature" on the local rest 3-spaces orthogonal to u for
the case when !

6= 0, but we will not discuss these here. Instead we refer to Ref. [23].
The Jacobi identities
e
0
(a

) =  
1
3
(

e

+ _u

+ a

) () +
1
2
(e

+ _u

  2 a

) (

)
 
1
2


(e

+ _u

  2 a

) (!

  


) ; (2.33)
e
0
(n

) =  
1
3
n

  (
(
e

+ _u
(
) (!
)
  

)
) + 2
(

n
)
+ 

(e

+ _u

) (!

  


)
  
(
h
(e

+ _u

) (
)

)  2n
)

(!

  


)
i
; (2.34)
e
0
(!

) =  
2
3
!

+ 


!

+
1
2
n


_u

  


1
2
(e

  a

) ( _u

) + !





; (2.35)
0 = (e

  2 a

) (n

) 
2
3
!

  2


!

+ 

[ e

(a

) + 2!




] ; (2.36)
0 = (e

  _u

  2 a

) (!

) : (2.37)
The \electric" and \magnetic parts" of the Weyl tensor
Converting the covariant equation (4.16) in Ref. [6] into a relation with respect to an orthonormal frame
gives
E

=   e
0
(

) 
2
3


+ (e
(
+ _u
(
+ a
(
) ( _u
)
)  




  !

!

+
1
2


 
1
3



(e

+ _u

+ a

) ( _u

)  2
2
  !
2

+ 

(

2

jj

)
  n
)
_u


: (2.38)
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Then, after combining this relation with the eld equation (2.27), one easily derives
E

+
1
2


=
1
3


  




  !

!

  2!
(


)
+
1
3



2
2
+ !
2
+ 2!





+

S

:
(2.39)
From this expression it can be seen that the \electric part" of the Weyl tensor is closely related to

S

.
To obtain an explicitly tracefree equation for the \magnetic part" of the Weyl tensor one can combine the
covariant equation (4.19) in Ref. [6] with the Jacobi identity h


r

!

= _u

!

. This leads to the covariant
expression
H

= 2 _u
(
!
)
+ h

(
h

)
r

!

 
1
3
[ 2 _u

!

+ h


r

!

] h

+ h

(
h

)


(r




)u

; (2.40)
which, when formulated with respect to an orthonormal frame, gives
H

= (e
(
+ 2 _u
(
+ a
(
) (!
)
) +
1
2
n




  3n

(

)
 
1
3



(e

+ 2 _u

+ a

) (!

)  3n




+ 

(

(e
jj
  a
jj
) (
)
)  n
)
!


: (2.41)
Concluding this subsection, we briey review the deviation equation for timelike geodesics. This equation
gives a direct measure of the focusing or diverging of two initially parallel ducial timelike geodesics due to
gravitational eects, as one follows along one of them towards say increasing values of its ane parameter.
It was discussed in some length by, for example, Szekeres [24] ( see also the earlier discussion given by Synge
and Schild [25] ). The separation of the geodesics is encoded in a spacelike vector eld  ( using frame
components: 
a

a
> 0 ), orthogonal to the tangent u ( 
a
u
a
= 0 ) of the reference geodesic ( with _u
a
= 0 ).
In principle the latter represents a potential observer. Then, on using the decomposition of the Riemann
curvature tensor given in Eq. (2.24), the acceleration of the spacelike vector eld  is expressed by
u
b
r
b
[ u
c
r
c

a
] =  R
a
bcd
u
b

c
u
d
=  

E
a
b
(u) 
1
2

a
b
(u)


b
 
1
6
[(u) + 3 p(u) ] 
a
+
1
3
 
a
: (2.42)
Supposing that  represents three eigendirections of a reference volume forming body, this relation provides
a nice illustration of the dierent possible distortions the body may experience as it moves geodesically in the
presence of nonzero spacetime curvature; specically as measured in the local rest 3-spaces orthogonal to u.
In these rest spaces three dierent eects contributing linearly to the acceleration of  can be distinguished:
(i) the volume-preserving, shearing eects characteristic of tidal forces as exerted by the \electric part" of the
Weyl tensor, E
ab
, and the anisotropic pressure of the matter uid, 
ab
(Note that 
ab
acts in diametrically
opposed directions to E
ab
and thus tries to balance the shearing action of the latter.), (ii) the volume-
shrinking eects of the total energy density, , and scalar pressure, p, ( given that (+ 3 p) > 0 ), and (iii)
the volume-inating, antigravitating eects induced by a nonzero, positive cosmological constant,  (which
is an invariant spacetime constant and thus does not depend on the choice of u ). The remaining information
on the components of the Riemann curvature tensor as expressed by Eq. (2.24), namely the values of H
ab
and q
a
, can be found from measurements with respect to two further orthonormal frames f~e
a
g and f e
a
g
that move in dierent directions relative to f e
a
g, which is aligned with the tangent u [24, 3].
2.3 The Bianchi identities
The Bianchi identities are given by [26]
r
[a
R
bc]de
= 0 , r
d
C
ab
cd
=  r
[a
R
c
b]
 
1
6

c
[a
r
b]
R =  r
[a
T
c
b]
 
1
3

c
[a
r
b]
T : (2:43)
We are now going to express these relations in terms of E

, H

and the irreducible parts of T
ab
.
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Bianchi identities for the Weyl tensor
Using the decomposition of the Weyl curvature tensor in terms of its \electric" and \magnetic parts" in the
above expression (2.43) and subtracting the twice contracted Bianchi identities (2.48) and (2.49) (see below)
where appropriate, leads to
e
0
(E

+
1
2


) =  
1
2
(+ p)

 (E

+
1
6


) 
1
2
(
(
e

+ 2 _u
(
+ a
(
) (q
)
)
+ 3
(

(E
)
 
1
6

)
) +
1
2
n


H

  3n
(

H
)
+
1
3



1
2
(e

+ 2 _u

+ a

) (q

)  3

(E

 
1
6


) + 3n

H


+ 
(
h
(e

+ 2 _u

  a

) (H
)

)
  (!

  2


) (E
)

+
1
2

)

) +
1
2
n
)

q

i
; (2.44)
e
0
(H

) =  H

+ 3
(

H
)
 
3
2
!
(
q
)
 
1
2
n


(E

 
1
2


)
+ 3n
(

(E
)
 
1
2

)
)
  




H

 
1
2
!

q

+ n

(E

 
1
2


)

  
(
h
(e

  a

) (E
)

 
1
2

)

) + 2 _u

E
)

 
1
2

)

q

+ (!

  2


)H
)

i
; (2.45)
0 = (e

  3 a

) (E

+
1
2


) 
1
3


e

() +
1
3
 q

 
1
2



q

+ 3!

H

  




H


+
3
2
!

q

+ n

(E


+
1
2



)

; (2.46)
0 = (e

  3 a

) (H

)  (+ p)!

  3!

(E

 
1
6


) 
1
2
n


q

+ 


1
2
(e

  a

) (q

) + 

(E


+
1
2



)  n

H



: (2.47)
Bianchi identities for the source terms
These arise after double contraction of Eq. (2.43), projecting the resultant relation respectively parallel and
orthogonal to u. We get
e
0
() =   (+ p)  (e

+ 2 _u

  2 a

) (q

)  



; (2.48)
e
0
(q

) =  
4
3
 q

  

e

(p)  (+ p) _u

  (e

+ _u

  3 a

) (

)  


q

+ 


(!

+


) q

+ n





: (2.49)
If the uid ow congruence is irrotational, !

= 0, it is convenient to dene a tensor encoding the conformal
curvature properties of the 3-surfaces orthogonal to u. Throughout the literature it is mainly the conformally
invariant symmetric tracefree 3-Cotton{York tensor (density) [27, 28] which is employed for these purposes.
This tensor is divergence-free. We present it dened as the spatial rotation of the symmetric tracefree 3-Ricci
tensor, a form due to Jantzen et al [23], which is equivalent to its usual denition. The symmetric tracefree
3-Ricci tensor can be obtained by use of the Gau embedding equation [29]. In covariant form one gets:

S

= (E

+
1
2


) 
1
3


+ 




 
2
3

2
h

: (2:50)
Then it follows for the covariant components of the 3-Cotton{York tensor (h denotes the determinant of
h

):

C

:= h
1=3
h

(
h

)


(r
 
S


)u

8
=  h
1=3

h


h


u

r

H

+
4
3
H

  3

(
H
)
+ 


H


h


+ h
1=3
h

(
h

)



r

(





+ 


) 
1
3
(r

)


  2 _u

E


+
1
2



q


u

; (2.51)
where we have made a substitution in terms of the covariant form of Eq. (2.45) [6]. Again, specializing this
expression to an orthonormal frame we arive at

C

= 

(
(e
jj
  a
jj
) (

S
)
)  3n

(

S
)
+
1
2
n



S

+ 

n


S

(2.52)
=   e
0
(H

) 
4
3
H

+ 3

(
H
)
  3n

(


)


+
1
2
n







+ 2n


2
  3n

(

)
+
1
2
n




  




H

  n








+ n



2
  n




+ 

(

(e
jj
  a
jj
) (

)


+ 
)
) 
1
3
e
jj
()
)
  2 _u
jj
E
)
+
1
2

)
q

+ 2

jj
H
)

; (2.53)
where Eq. (2.30) for

S

is understood to be inserted into Eq. (2.52).
2.4 The source
There exists an abundance of possible choices for the matter source of the gravitational eld. Here we will,
however, consider only perfect uids and Maxwell vacuum elds.
2.4.1 Perfect uids
A perfect uid is described by the stress-energy-momentum tensor
T
ab
= ~ ~u
a
~u
b
+ ~p
~
h
ab
; (2:54)
where ~u
a
is the uid 4-velocity, ~ the total energy density, ~p the pressure and
~
h
a
b
the orthogonal projection
tensor associated with ~u
a
. It thus has vanishing energy current density (~q
a
= 0) and anisotropic pressure
(~
ab
= 0). If we choose to take the comoving approach (e
0
=
~
u), the twice contracted Bianchi identities
(2.48) and (2.49) reduce to
e
0
(~) =   (~+ ~p) ; (2.55)
0 = e

(~p) + (~+ ~p) _u

: (2.56)
However, one does not always want to choose e
0
to coincide with the uid 4-velocity. In the case of several
perfect uids with dierent u one can only adapt to one of them. One might also have some other structure
one wants to adapt to (e.g., in the spatially homogeneous models below we will choose e
0
to be the unit
normal of the spatially homogeneous 3-surfaces). If the uid is rotating one might want to use a 3 + 1
initial value formulation and choose e
0
to be the unit normal associated with a family of spacelike 3-
slices. We say that the uid is tilted if
~
u 6= e
0
. In this case we obtain a stress-energy-momentum tensor
T
ab
= u
a
u
b
+ 2 q
(a
u
b)
+ p h
ab
+ 
ab
with
 =  
2
(~+ ~p)  ~p ; p =
1
3
(~+ ~p)  
2
v
2
+ ~p ;
q
a
=  
2
(~+ ~p) v
a
; 
ab
=  
2
(~+ ~p) ( v
a
v
b
 
1
3
v
2
h
ab
) ;
(2.57)
where ~u
a
=   (u
a
+ v
a
), u
a
v
a
= 0,   := 1=
p
1  v
2
, v
2
:= v
a
v
a
. For a linear barotropic equation of state of
the form ~p(~) = (   1) ~ these equations reduce to
 =  
2
G ~ ; p =
1
3
G
 1
[ (3  2 ) v
2
+ 3 (   1) ] ;
q
a
=  G
 1
v
a
 ; 
ab
=  G
 1
( v
a
v
b
 
1
3
v
2
h
ab
) ;
(2.58)
where G := 1 + (   1) v
2
.
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The source equations (2.48) and (2.49) yield evolution equations for  and v
a
respectively. The one for
 is obtained directly by inserting the above expressions into the -equation for a general stress-energy-
momentum tensor. The one for v
a
is quite complicated and we will only show how one can obtain the
~p(~) = (   1) ~ case by taking the following linear combination of the - and q
a
-equations:
e
0
(v

) =
G
  [ 1  (   1) v
2
]

   v

e
0
() + [ 1  (   1) v
2
] e
0
(q

) + 2 (   1) v

v

e
0
(q

)

: (2:59)
This equation will be evaluated explicitly in dimensionless form for spatially homogeneous perfect uid
models below (it is quite cumbersome in the general spatially inhomogeneous case). One can obtain an
evolution equation for ~ once one has one for v

. However, it is often preferable to keep  and use the
constraint equation (2.28) to solve for  in terms of other variables.
2.4.2 Maxwell vacuum elds
An electromagnetic eld is characterized by the antisymmetric eld strength tensor [7]
F
ab
= u
a
E
b
  u
b
E
a
+ 
abcd
H
c
u
d
; (2:60)
where E
a
denotes the electric eld and H
a
the magnetic eld respectively and have the property 0 =
E
a
u
a
= H
a
u
a
. Treating the Maxwell vacuum as a uid with 4-velocity u the contributions to its stress-
energy-momentum tensor in an orthonormal frame can be expressed by
 =
1
2
(E

E

+H

H

) = 3 p ; (2.61)
q

= 

E

H

; (2.62)


=  E

E

 H

H

+
1
3


(E

E

+H

H

) : (2.63)
The sourcefree Maxwell equations with respect to this orthonormal frame are given by
e
0
(E

) =  
2
3
E

+ 


E

  n


H

+ 

[ (e

+ _u

  a

) (H

)  (!

  


)E

] ; (2.64)
e
0
(H

) =  
2
3
H

+ 


H

+ n


E

  

[ (e

+ _u

  a

) (E

) + (!

  


)H

] ; (2.65)
0 = (e

  2 a

) (E

) + 2!

H

; (2.66)
0 = (e

  2 a

) (H

)  2!

E

: (2.67)
The covariant form of these equations was discussed in Ref. [7].
2.5 Introducing local coordinates
For many purposes one does not need to introduce local coordinates; it is often not even advisable to do
so. However, many things do rely on the introduction of a local coordinate system, and if one wants to
introduce coordinates one might as well do so in a geometric way reecting the problem at hand. In the
present context we have a preferred timelike congruence u. The natural way of introducing coordinates
adapted to this particular structure is the 1 + 3 threading approach, recently discussed by Jantzen et al [16]
and Boersma and Dray [30]. In this approach one expresses the orthonormal frame as follows:
e
0
=M
 1
@
t
; e

= e

i
(M
i
@
t
+ @
i
) : (2.68)
This leads to the following expression for the 4-geometry
(4)
g
 1
=   e
0

 e
0
+ 

e


 e

=  M
 2
@
t

 @
t
+ 

e

i
e

j
(M
i
@
t
+ @
i
)
 (M
j
@
t
+ @
j
) ; (2.69)
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where M = M(t; x
i
) is the threading lapse function and M
i
dx
i
= M
i
(t; x
i
) dx
i
is the threading shift 1-form
[16, 30]. The triad vector components e

i
= e

i
(t; x
i
) describe the threading metric 
ij
= 

e

i
e

j
( this is
just the spatial projection tensor expressed in local coordinates; for a discussion on its physical signicance,
see Refs. [16], [30] and [31] ). Thus, in the present 1 + 3 threading approach, t is a coordinate along the
timelike congruence, while the x
i
parametrize the dierent ow lines of the timelike congruence. This is
the \dual" formulation of the more familiar 3 + 1 decomposition. In that formulation one imposes a causal
condition on 3-surfaces, which are assumed to be spacelike, while no condition is imposed on the ow lines
threading the 3-surfaces. In the threading approach one imposes a causal condition on the congruence, which
is assumed to be timelike, while no causal condition is imposed on the 3-surfaces.
Note that M
i
6= 0 if one has a rotating congruence, !

6= 0, which is the case when the local rest 3-spaces
are not hypersurface forming. Of course, one still has a considerable freedom in choosing the threading
shift M
i
; a freedom which just corresponds to the freedom of choosing a foliation such that the timelike
congruence is nowhere tangent to it.
Expressing the commutators (2.9) and (2.10) in terms of the variablesM , M
i
and e

i
yields the relations
e

i

(M
i
)
;t
+M
 1
(M
;i
+M
i
M
;t
)

= _u

; (2.70)
(e

i
)
;t
=  M e

i

1
3
 


+ 


+ 


(!

  


)

; (2.71)
M e
[
i
e
]
j
(M
i;j
+M
i;t
M
j
) = 

!

; (2.72)
2 e
[
i

(e
]
j
)
;i
+ (e
]
j
)
;t
M
i

e

j
= 2 a
[


]
+ 

n

; (2.73)
where f
;t
:= @
t
f , f
;i
:= @
i
f , and where e

i
is dened through the relation
e

i
e

j
= 
j
i
: (2:74)
Note that one can insert the expression for (e

i
)
;t
given in Eq. (2.71) in Eq. (2.73), thus obtaining an
expression involving only spatial derivatives.
As an example of the threading approach we consider Taub's comoving coordinates for isentropic perfect
uids with equation of state ~p = ~p(~) [32]. Taub's comoving coordinates correspond to the following threading
lapse function and shift 1-form:
M = r
 1
; r := r
c
exp
Z
~p
~p
0
d~p
(~+ ~p)
; M
i
=M
i
(x
1
; x
2
; x
3
) ; u
a
= r 
a
0
; (2:75)
where r is related to the uid's enthalpy density (~ + ~p). With this choice of threading lapse function and
shift 1-form the momentum conservation equation (2.56) will be automatically satised, as can also be seen
from Eq. (2.70).
If the congruence is nonrotating (!

= 0), it naturally gives rise to a foliation of the spacetime manifold
by spacelike 3-slices. In this case one can choose to focus on the slices rather than the congruence. This
situation suggests to take the 3 + 1 slicing point of view in which one introduces local spatial coordinates
on the slices, while one introduces timelines that do not, in general, follow the original timelike congruence
( see e.g. Refs. [16] and [30], as well as the standard texts in Misner, Thorne and Wheeler [3] and by York
[33] ). Here we will choose to express the spatial triad f e

g in a noncoordinate basis, since this is useful
in the context of, for example, Bianchi cosmology (a similar formulation could have been introduced in the
threading approach; but we will not pursue this any further here). In the slicing approach the orthonormal
frame is expressed as follows (Note that, deviating from our conventions, here i; j; k are also used as spatial
indices for the noncoordinate basis.):
e
0
= N
 1
(@
t
 N
i
e
i
) ; e

= e

i
e
i
; (2:76)
which leads to the following 4-geometry
(4)
g
 1
=   e
0

 e
0
+ 

e


 e

=  N
 2
(@
t
 N
i
e
i
)
 (@
t
 N
j
e
j
) + 

e

i
e

j
e
i

 e
j
; (2.77)
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where N = N(t; x
i
) is the lapse function and N
i
= N
i
(t; x
i
) is the shift vector. The inverse e

i
(t; x
k
) to
e

j
(t; x
k
) (e

i
e

j
= 
j
i
) yields the spatial metric tensor g
ij
= 

e

i
e

j
on the spacelike 3-slices expressed
in the basis e
i
= e
i
j
(x
k
) @
j
.
The above basis yields the commutation relations
[@
t
; e
i
] = 0 ; [ e
i
; e
j
] = 
k
ij
(x
l
) e
k
; (2:78)
which, when compared to the commutators (2.9) and (2.10) and setting !

= 0, leads to
N
 1
e

i
e
i
(N) = _u

; (2.79)
(e

i
)
;t
= N
j
e
j
(e

i
)  e

j
e
j
(N
i
) +N
j
e

k

i
jk
  N e

i

1
3
 


+ 


  






; (2.80)
e

k

2 e
[
i
e
i
(e
]
k
) + e
[
i
e
]
j

k
ij

= 2 a
[


]
+ 

n

: (2.81)
Geodesic and nonrotating congruences ( 0 = _u

= !

) imply that one can introduce a synchronous local co-
ordinate system (N = 1, N
i
= 0;M = 1,M
i
= 0 ). These congruences have several interesting consequences.
Equations (1.9) and (2.26) imply
q =  
` e
0
[ e
0
(`) ]
[ e
0
(`) ]
2
= 3 e
0

1


  1 =
3

2

2
2
+
1
2
(+ 3 p)  

: (2:82)
Thus (+ 3 p)  0 and   0 imply that q  0, and that a singularity forms in the past (future) with ` = 0
if  > 0 ( < 0). The singularity may be a curvature singularity or just a crushing singularity ( see e.g. de
Felice and Clarke [13] and MacCallum [10] ). Equation (2.28) and the above expression for q lead to
q = 2 
3

2

3
2
(  p) + 3 

R

: (2:83)
Thus if   0,   p,

R  0, this leads to the inequality q  2. Hence, if  = 0, (+ 3 p)  0, (  p)  0,

R  0, it follows that 0  q  2.
Of course, there are other ways local coordinates can be introduced. For example, one might want to
focus on events in the neighborhood of a single line of the timelike congruence one is interested in. In this
case it is natural to introduce Fermi normal coordinates ( for a discussion see e.g. Ref. [3] ).
2.6 Evolution equations and constraints
The usual initial value problem in General Relativity is associated with a 3+1 slicing formulation. The 1+ 3
approach, with its associated threading formulation, is uncharted territory ( for a discussion see [23] ). We will
thus instead discuss the 3+1 approach in the present tetrad formulation. In the 3+1 initial value formulation
one usually uses the spatial metric tensor of the 3-slices and its extrinsic curvature tensor as variables. The
lapse function represents the freedom in choosing a spatial foliation (choice of time), while the shift vector
represents the freedom in choosing a threading (choice of spatial gauge). In the present formulation the triad
components, e

i
, replace the spatial metric ( g
ij
= 

e

i
e

j
) 

e

[i
e

j]
= 0 ), while the expansion
scalar and the shear tensor correspond to the trace and tracefree part of the extrinsic curvature tensor
respectively; the frame derivative e
0
is just the normal derivative to the spacelike 3-slices. The role of
derivatives in the tetrad formulation becomes trivial, since all tetrad components are spacetime scalars.
Note that it is only e
0
that contains a temporal partial derivative ( e
0
= N
 1
(@
t
  N
i
e
i
) ; e

= e

i
e
i
).
Thus one obtains an evolution equation in standard form when one has a e
0
-derivative on the lefthand side
simply by moving the shift part to the righthand side. Thus equations involving e
0
will be referred to as
evolution equations, while equations not involving e
0
are said to be constraint equations in analogy to the
usage of Ellis in the covariant formulation [6, 7] (even though the interpretation in the rotating 1 + 3 case
is not clear).
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It is seen that by extending the number of variables, from the triad, expansion and shear variables to
all commutation functions and curvature variables, one obtains additional evolution equations as well as
constraint equations. However, there are no evolution equations directly obtained for the acceleration, _u

,
and the Fermi-rotation, 


.
This is not surprising, since one can choose the timelike congruence so that one can obtain any convenient
value for the acceleration _u

. This freedom is also seen when choosing local coordinates, in particular, one
can choose any lapse function (recall Eq. 2.79). However, if one has a source which one wants to adapt to,
this might provide an evolution equation for the acceleration. For example, in the comoving perfect uid
case the pressure gradient determines the acceleration. If one has a barotropic equation of state, p = p(),
one can obtain an evolution equation by using the commutators in conjunction with the source equations
(2.48) and (2.49). This leads to
e
0
( _u

) = e

(
dp
d
) + (
dp
d
 
1
3
) _u

  [ 


+ 


(!

  


) ] _u

; (2:84)
which for a linear barotropic equation of state of the form p() = (   1) reduces to
e
0
( _u

) = (   1) e

() +
1
3
(3    4) _u

  [ 


+ 


(!

  


) ] _u

: (2:85)
Neither is it surprising that one does not have an evolution equation for the Fermi-rotation, 


, since one
can choose 


to be anything one wants (e.g., one can choose a Fermi-transported spatial frame, 


= 0).
Thus 


represents the freedom of choosing the spatial frame f e

g and hence plays a role analogous to the
shift vector, which represent the freedom in choosing spatial local coordinates. The Fermi-frame is not the
only interesting choice for 


. Other possible choices are those which diagonalize 

(shear eigenframes)
or E

. Of considerable interest is also the \co-rotating" frame, dened by 


= !

.
We also note that we only have an evolution equation for the combination (E

+
1
2


), and no one for
the pressure p. To obtain individual evolution equations for these quantities requires further assumptions
about the source. In the case of perfect uids with, for example, ~p = ~p(~) as an equation of state, the
pressure p and 

are determined by the energy density ~ and the velocity v

( see Eq. (2.57) ) which have
evolutions equations. For Maxwell elds one obtains , p, 

from E

and H

( see Eqs. (2.61) - (2.63) )
which also have evolution equations. Suggestions for a fully relativistic thermodynamic treatment of general
viscous uid matter sources with nonzero q

and 

were given, for example, by Israel and Stewart [34, 35].
If one expresses the frame f e
a
g explicitly in terms of the lapse function, shift vector and the triad
variables and calculates the Einstein eld equations, one obtains a second-order system of partial dierential
equations. The commutation functions are dened through the commutators, and the Jacobi identities are
identically satised. However, one can instead view the commutation functions as a set of new independent
variables. In this case one obtains a rst-order system of equations in all derivatives described by the
commutators, the Einstein eld equations and the Jacobi identities, which are now \elevated" to nontrivial
equations. The Ricci identities provide a denition for the Riemann curvature tensor. Using this denition
one nds that the Bianchi identities are identically satised.
However, the curvature is a directly measurable object. This makes it desirable to consider the curvature
components as variables as well. Thus we can continue and view the curvature components as independent
variables. In this case the Bianchi identities are \elevated" to nontrivial eld equations. Note that the system
of equations for tetrad variables, commutation functions and curvature variables is highly redundant (we
could have stopped at, e.g., the commutation function level with the Jacobi identities and the Einstein eld
equations). From a physical point of view, in the present formulation it would be desirable to start at the
bottom of the derivative ladder with the curvature and the Bianchi identities. Can we go \upwards" towards
lower derivatives and only use, say curvature and kinematical quantities? Do these form a complete and
closed system? In general the answer is, unfortunately, no. In general we always need some tetrad variables,
commutation functions and commutator equations. The redundancy, in the general case, is described by the
Papapetrou identities [36, 37] ( for a pedagogical review see Ref. [14] ). Thus one can pick out interesting
subsets of variables and equations in the general case. For practical reasons we are usually interested in special
cases, for example, in special Petrov types. Unfortunately these special cases need further consideration and
one might have to consider higher derivatives for checking consistency. The \silent" models discussed below
are examples of this.
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However, it should be pointed out that one can take the opposite route and go \downwards" towards
higher derivatives, since it is possible to start at the curvature (or commutation function) level and take
a nite number of covariant derivatives and obtain a complete description of the geometry. This is the
equivalence problem approach along the lines of work by Cartan [38] and Karlhede [39]. In this approach
one obtains, step by step, the information contained in the tetrad and the commutators, and after a nite
number of covariant derivatives one has obtained all the information needed to construct the full tetrad, that
is, the metric [40].
2.7 Irreducible tracefree decomposition
In the case of the covariantly dened spacelike symmetric tracefree tensor elds 

, E

, H

and 

, it is
sometimes convenient to introduce a new set of variables adapted to the tracefree condition and the invariant
quadratic forms 
2
, E
2
, H
2
and 
2
. For example, for 

we dene the irreducible frame components

+
:=  
3
2

11
=
3
2
(
22
+ 
33
) ; 
 
:=
p
3
2
(
22
  
33
)

1
:=
p
3
23
; 
2
:=
p
3
31
; 
3
:=
p
3
12
;
(2.86)
leading to

2
=
1
3

(
+
)
2
+ (
 
)
2
+ (
1
)
2
+ (
2
)
2
+ (
3
)
2

; (2:87)
where the denition is motivated by the desire to simplify the kinematic part of the -equation (2.28)
as far as possible (this equation plays a key role in determining the dynamics of, for example, spatially
homogeneous models). If one decomposes the shear tensor one should also similarly decompose the other
spacelike traceless symmetric tensors as well. In principle one could extend this procedure to also include
the spatial commutation functions n

, that is, splitting them into a trace and a tracefree part, where the
latter is further subdivided according to the scheme above. However, we will not take this step within this
work as n

usually does not have a covariant meaning in the 1 + 3 picture, but very much depends on the
choice of the spatial frame f e

g.
3 Dimensionless Formulation
Dimensionless variables have at least a three decade long history in General Relativity. Bondi was perhaps
the rst to use scale-invariant variables in order to obtain a dimensional reduction of a problem. He did
this for static spherically symmetric perfect uid models with ~p(~) = (   1) ~ in 1964 [41] ( see also Ref.
[42] ). Independently Collins used the scale invariance of the Einstein eld equations to produce reduced
sets of equations in Bianchi cosmology [43]. Wainwright and collaborators have introduced the concept of
\expansion-normalized" dimensionless variables in Bianchi cosmology and inhomogeneous models with two
commuting spacelike Killing vector elds [44, 2] ( closely related variables have also been used by Rosquist
and Jantzen [45] ). Expansion-normalized dimensionless variables lead to relatively simple equations and are
natural in a cosmological or gravitational collapse scenario ( for a recent review see Ref. [2] ). On the other
hand, in other situations, like for example for static models or for maximal slicings, one is forced to consider
other possibilities. For special cases there might also be mathematical reasons for considering other choices
( see e.g. Ref. [46] ). However, for problems in cosmology and gravitational collapse, expansion-normalized
dimensionless variables seem to be a natural rst candidate, and this is how we will proceed. Here we
will generalize the work by Hewitt and Wainwright [44] on comoving perfect uids in a geometry with two
spacelike commuting Killing vector elds to general timelike congruences and geometries.
We rst introduce expansion-normalized dimensionless dierential operators
@
a
:=
3 e
a

; (3:1)
then expansion-normalized dimensionless commutation functions
n
_
U

;

;W

; R

; A

; N

o
:= f _u

; 

; !

;


; a

; n

g = ; (3:2)
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and nally expansion-normalized dimensionless source and curvature variables
f 
; P;Q

;

;


; E

;H

g := 3 f ; p; q

; 

;; E

; H

g =
2
: (3:3)
For the traceless decomposition variables of the shear tensor, Eq. (2.86), one can use the following denition,
which is aimed at simplifying the 
-equation arising from Eq. (2.28):
f 

;
i
g := f 

; 
i
g = ; (3:4)
where i = 1; 2; 3, and from which it follows that

2
:=
3
2




= (
+
)
2
+ (
 
)
2
+ (
1
)
2
+ (
2
)
2
+ (
3
)
2
: (3:5)
Then one can make a similar transformation for the other spacelike symmetric tracefree tensors:
f 

;
i
; E

; E
i
;H

;H
i
g := 3 f 

; 
i
; E

; E
i
; H

; H
i
g =
2
: (3:6)
Since the only variable that carries dimension is , with dimension [ length ]
 1
, the equations associated
with these variables will decouple from the remaining ones. The decoupled equations are given by
Decoupled equations
@
0
 :=   (1 + q)  (3.7)
@

 :=   r

 ; (3.8)
where q is the deceleration parameter dened in equation (1.9). These expansion-normalized dimensionless
variables lead to the following expressions for the commutators, curvature equations, and Bianchi identities.
3.1 The commutators
[@
0
; @

] =   [ r

  3
_
U

] @
0
+ 3

1
3
q 


  


  


(W

 R

)

@

; (3.9)
[@

; @

] =   6 

W

@
0
+

2 (r
[
+ 3A
[
) 

]
+ 3 

N


@

: (3.10)
3.2 The curvature
The eld equations
q =   (@

  r

+ 3
_
U

  6A

)
_
U

+ 2
2
  6W
2
+
1
2
(
 + 3P )  


; (3.11)
@
0


= (q   2)

+ (
(
@

  r
(
+ 3
_
U
(
+ 3A
(
)
_
U
)
+ 6W
(
R
)
+

  S

 
1
3


h
(@

  r

+ 3
_
U

+ 3A

)
_
U

+ 6W

R

i
+ 3 
(
h
2R


)

 N
)

_
U

i
; (3.12)

 = 1  
2
+ 3W
2
+ 6W

R

 K   


; (3.13)
0 = Q

+
2
3
r

+ (@

  r

  9A

) 

+ 3N


W

  

h
(@

  r

+ 6
_
U

  3A

)W

+ 3N




i
; (3.14)
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where
S

:= 3

S

=
2
= (@
(
  r
(
)A
)
+ 3B

 
1
3


[ (@

  r

)A

+ 3B


]
  

(
(@
jj
  r
jj
  6A
jj
)N
)
; (3.15)
K :=   (3

R) = (2
2
) =   (2@

  2 r

  9A

)A

+
3
4
B


; (3.16)
B

= 2N

N


 N


N

; W
2
:=W

W

: (3.17)
The Jacobi identities
@
0
A

= q A

+
1
3
r

 
_
U

+
1
2
(@

  r

+ 3
_
U

  6A

) 

 
1
2


(@

  r

+ 3
_
U

  6A

) (W

 R

) ; (3.18)
@
0
N

= q N

  (
(
@

  r
(
+ 3
_
U
(
) (W
)
 R
)
) + 6
(

N
)
+ 

(@

  r

+ 3
_
U

) (W

 R

)
  
(
h
(@

  r

+ 3
_
U

) 
)

  6N
)

(W

 R

)
i
; (3.19)
@
0
W

= (q   1)W

+ 3


W

+
3
2
N


_
U

  

h
1
2
(@

  r

  3A

)
_
U

+ 3W

R

i
; (3.20)
0 = (@

  r

  6A

)N

  2W

  6


W

+ 

[ (@

  r

)A

+ 6W

R

] ; (3.21)
0 = (@

  r

  3
_
U

  6A

)W

: (3.22)
The \electric" and \magnetic parts" of the Weyl tensor
E

=   (@
0
  q + 1)

+ (@
(
  r
(
+ 3
_
U
(
+ 3A
(
)
_
U
)
  3




  3W

W

+
1
2


 
1
3


h
(@

  r

+ 3
_
U

+ 3A

)
_
U

  6
2
  3W
2
i
+ 3 

(
h
2R
jj

)
 N
)
_
U

i
: (3.23)
The eld equation (3.12) combined with the above expression (3.23) for E

leads to
E

+
1
2


= 

  3




  3W

W

  6W
(
R
)
+
1
3



2
2
+ 3W
2
+ 6W

R


+ S

: (3.24)
The dimensionless version of Eq. (2.41) is
H

= (@
(
  r
(
+ 6
_
U
(
+ 3A
(
)W
)
+
3
2
N




  9N

(

)
 
1
3


h
(@

  r

+ 6
_
U

+ 3A

)W

  9N



i
+ 

(

(@
jj
  r
jj
  3A
jj
) 
)
  3N
)
W


: (3.25)
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3.3 The Bianchi identities
Bianchi identities for the Weyl tensor
@
0
(E

+
1
2


) = (2 q   1)E

+
 
q +
1
2



 
3
2
(
 + P ) 

 
1
2
(
(
@

  2 r
(
+ 6
_
U
(
+ 3A
(
)Q
)
+ 9
(

(E
)
 
1
6

)
) +
3
2
N


H

  9N
(

H
)
+
1
3


h
1
2
(@

  2 r

+ 6
_
U

+ 3A

)Q

  9

(E

 
1
6


) + 9N

H

i
+ 
(
h
(@

  2 r

+ 6
_
U

  3A

)H
)

  3 (W

  2R

) (E
)

+
1
2

)

) +
3
2
N
)

Q

i
; (3.26)
@
0
H

= (2 q   1)H

+ 9
(

H
)
 
9
2
W
(
Q
)
 
3
2
N


(E

 
1
2


)
+ 9N
(

(E
)
 
1
2

)
)
  3 




H

 
1
2
W

Q

+N

(E

 
1
2


)

  
(
h
(@

  2 r

  3A

) (E
)

 
1
2

)

) + 6
_
U

E
)

 
3
2

)

Q

+ 3 (W

  2R

)H
)

i
; (3.27)
0 = (@

  2 r

  9A

) (E

+
1
2


) 
1
3


(@

  2 r

) 
 +Q

 
3
2



Q

+ 9W

H

  3 




H


+
3
2
W

Q

+N

(E


+
1
2



)

; (3.28)
0 = (@

  2 r

  9A

)H

  3 (
 + P )W

  9W

(E

 
1
6


) 
3
2
N


Q

+ 3 


1
6
(@

  2 r

  3A

)Q

+ 

(E


+
1
2



) N

H



: (3.29)
Bianchi identities for the source terms
@
0

 = (2 q   1)
  3P   (@

  2 r

+ 6
_
U

  6A

)Q

  3



; (3.30)
@
0
Q

= 2 (q   1)Q

  

(@

  2 r

)P   3 (
 + P )
_
U

  (@

  2 r

+ 3
_
U

  9A

)

  3


Q

+ 3 


(W

+R

)Q

+N





: (3.31)
Eqs. (2.53) and (2.52) convert into
C

:= 9

C

=
3
= 

(
(@
jj
  2 r
jj
  3A
jj
)S
)
  9N

(
S
)
+
3
2
N


S

+ 3 

N

S

(3.32)
=   (@
0
  2 q + 2)H

+ 9

(
H
)
  27N

(


)


+
9
2
N







+ 6N


2
  9N

(

)
+
3
2
N




  3 




H

  3N








+N



2
  3N




+ 3 

(
h
(@
jj
  2 r
jj
  3A
jj
) (

)


+
1
3

)
) + r
jj

)
  2
_
U
jj
E
)
+
1
2

)
Q

+ 2R
jj
H
)

: (3.33)
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3.4 The source
3.4.1 Perfect uids
For the comoving (e
0
= u) perfect uid case we have:
@
0
~

 = (2 q   1)
~

  3
~
P ; (3.34)
0 = (@

  2 r

)
~
P + 3 (
~

 +
~
P )
_
U

: (3.35)
The evolution equation for the acceleration , Eq. (2.85), now takes the form
@
0
_
U

=   (   1) r

+ [ 3 (   1) + q ]
_
U

  3 [ 


+ 


(W

 R

) ]
_
U

: (3:36)
For a tilted perfect uid we have

 =  
2
(
~

 +
~
P ) 
~
P ; P =
1
3
(
~

 +
~
P )  
2
v
2
+
~
P ;
Q
a
=  
2
(
~

 +
~
P ) v
a
; 
ab
=  
2
(
~

 +
~
P ) ( v
a
v
b
 
1
3
v
2
h
ab
) :
(3.37)
For a linear barotropic equation of state of the form ~p(~) = (   1) ~ these equations reduce to

 =  
2
G
~

 ; P =
1
3
G
 1
[ (3  2) v
2
+ 3 (   1) ] 
 ;
Q
a
=  G
 1
v
a

 ; 
ab
=  G
 1
( v
a
v
b
 
1
3
v
2
h
ab
) 
 ;
(3.38)
where G := 1 + (   1)v
2
.
The source equations yield evolution equations for 
 and v
a
. The one for 
 is obtained directly by
inserting the above expressions into the 
-equation, Eq. (3.30). The one for v
a
can be obtained for the
~p(~) = (   1) ~ case by taking the following linear combination of the 
- and Q
a
-equations, Eqs. (3.30)
and (3.31):
@
0
v

=
G
 
 [ 1  (   1) v
2
]

   v

@
0

 + [ 1  (   1) v
2
]@
0
Q

+ 2 (   1) v

v

@
0
Q

+ 2 (1 + q) [ 
 v

  ( 1  (   1) v
2
)Q

  2 (   1) v

v

Q

]

: (3.39)
This equation will be evaluated explicitly for the spatially homogeneous perfect uid models below.
3.4.2 Maxwell vacuum elds
We now introduce the following expansion-normalized dimensionless electric and magnetic eld variables:
f E

;H

g :=
p
3 f E

; H

g = : (3:40)
This leads to the contributions to the Maxwell stress-energy-momentum tensor

 =
1
2
(E

E

+H

H

) = 3P ; (3.41)
Q

= 

E

H

; (3.42)


=  E

E

 H

H

+
1
3


(E

E

+H

H

) : (3.43)
The sourcefree Maxwell equations are given by
@
0
E

= (q   1)E

+ 3


E

  3N


H

+ 

h
(@

  r

+ 3
_
U

  3A

)H

  3 (W

 R

) E

i
; (3.44)
@
0
H

= (q   1)H

+ 3


H

+ 3N


E

  

h
(@

  r

+ 3
_
U

  3A

) E

+ 3 (W

 R

)H

i
; (3.45)
0 = (@

  r

  6A

) E

+ 6W

H

; (3.46)
0 = (@

  r

  6A

)H

  6W

E

: (3.47)
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3.5 Introducing local coordinates
In the 1+ 3 threading approach the quantities M and e

i
carry dimensions [ length ] and [ length ]
 1
respec-
tively, whileM
i
is dimensionless. The relation @
0
= 3 e
0
= leads to the introduction of the relative threading
lapse function
M :=M  ; (3:48)
while the relation @

= 3 e

= leads to the introduction of the scaled triad
E

i
:=
e

i

; E

i
:=  e

i
: (3:49)
Thus we have
e
0
= M
 1
@
t
) @
0
= 3M
 1
@
t
; (3.50)
e

= E

i
(M
i
@
t
+ @
i
) ) @

= 3E

i
(M
i
@
t
+ @
i
) ; (3.51)
which leads to the possibility of expressing the 4-geometry as follows
(4)
g
 1
= 
2

 M
 2
@
t

 @
t
+ 

E

i
E

j
(M
i
@
t
+ @
i
)
 (M
j
@
t
+ @
j
)

: (3:52)
Expressing the \dimensionless commutators" in terms ofM, M
i
and E

i
leads to the dimensionless form of
Eqs. (2.70) - (2.73):
3E

i

(M
i
)
;t
+M
 1
(M
;i
+M
i
M
;t
)

=   [ r

  3
_
U

] ; (3.53)
(E

i
)
;t
= ME

i

1
3
q 


  


  


(W

 R

)

; (3.54)
ME
[
i
E
]
j
(M
i;j
+M
i;t
M
j
) = 

W

; (3.55)
2E
[
i

(E
]
j
)
;i
+ (E
]
j
)
;t
M
i

E

j
= 2 (A
[
+ r
[
)

]
+ 

N

; (3.56)
where one can insert the expression for (E

i
)
;t
given in Eq. (3.54) into Eq. (3.56), thus obtaining an
expression only involving spatial derivatives.
In the slicing approach to the nonrotating (!

= 0) case we assign dimensions [ length ] and [ length ]
 1
to the quantities N and e

i
, while the shift vector N
i
and the spatial frame vectors e
i
are taken to be
dimensionless ( the components of e
i
are assumed to be given functions of the spatial coordinates x
k
, which
themselves are taken to be dimensionless; for a discussion of coordinates and dimensions of spacetime tensors
see Ref. [47] ). The relation @
0
= 3 e
0
= leads to the introduction of the relative lapse function
N := N  ; (3:57)
while the relation @

= 3 e

= gives
E

i
:=
e

i

; E

i
:=  e

i
: (3:58)
Thus we have
e
0
= N
 1
(@
t
 N
i
e
i
) ) @
0
= 3N
 1
(@
t
 N
i
e
i
) (3.59)
e

= E

i
e
i
) @

= 3E

i
e
i
; (3.60)
which leads to the 4-geometry
(4)
g
 1
= 
2
h
 N
 2
(@
t
 N
i
e
i
)
 (@
t
 N
j
e
j
) + 

E

i
E

j
e
i

 e
j
i
: (3:61)
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The relations (2.79) - (2.81) take the form:
3E

i
e
i
( lnN ) =   [ r

  3
_
U

] ; (3.62)
(E

i
)
;t
= N
j
e
j
(E

i
) E

j
e
j
(N
i
) +N
j
E

k

i
jk
+ N E

i

1
3
q 


  


+ 


R


; (3.63)
E

k

2E
[
i
e
i
(E
]
k
) +E
[
i
E
]
j

k
ij

= 2 (A
[
+ r
[
)

]
+ 

N

: (3.64)
As mentioned earlier, one can introduce synchronous local coordinate systems (N = 1, N
i
= 0 ) for
nonaccelerating and nonrotating congruences. With this choice of lapse the time variable t
p
measures proper
time (also sometimes denoted as \clock time"). However, if one is so inclined, one can choose a new time
variable characterized by N = N(t). Note that individual curves of the congruence have constant spatial
coordinates (since N
i
= 0). Thus one can choose N =  3=, N =  3, on an individual curve (where
+ is chosen when  > 0 and   is chosen when  < 0). With this choice Eq. (3.59) leads to the relation
@
0
=  @

, where  is the time variable associated with the above lapse. From the denition of  in terms
of ` it follows that `
 1
@

` =  1 which in turn yields
` = `

e
( 

)
: (3:65)
Thus it follows that  ! 1 at the singularity where `! 0.
2
The equation @
0
 =   (1 + q) yields
 = 

e

R



(1+q) d
0
; (3:66)
for an individual curve of the congruence. From N =  3= it follows that
t
p
()  t
p
(s) = t
p
= 
Z


1
3

d = 
3


Z


1
e

R



(1+q) d
0
d ; (3:67)
where t
p
(s) is the time at the singularity. This leads to
1
3


t
p
= H

t
p
= 
Z


1
e

R



(1+q) d
0
d : (3:68)
Hence the inequality 0  q  2 leads to (dropping the )
1
3
 Ht
p
 1 ; (3:69)
where Ht
p
 1 requires   0, (+ 3 p)  0, while 1=3  Ht requires   0, (  p)  0,

R  0,
and thus both inequalities are satised if  = 0, (+ 3 p)  0, (  p)  0,

R  0 along a given curve.
The present discussion generalizes the results of Wainwright in [2] from orthogonal spatially homogeneous
perfect uid models to general nonaccelerating nonrotating congruences. As an example one can mention
nonrotating inhomogeneous dust models. Current observations of the age of the Universe, t
p
, and the
present value of the Hubble parameter, H , suggest that Ht
p
may satisfy the inequality Ht
p
 1 ( see e.g.
Ref. [2] ). Thus, observations may cast doubt on these cosmologies in the near future. Apparently one may
thus be forced to consider other sources, a positive cosmological constant, or rotation.
Of considerable interest is the situation when e
0
(q) = 0. In this case one obtains
H [ t
p
  t
p
(s) ] = H t
p
= (1 + q)
 1
; (3:70)
which generalizes the result of Wainwright [2] for orthogonal spatially homogeneous models exhibiting an
additional self-similar symmetry. In that case one can choose t
p
(s) = 0 for all uid lines since one has spatial
homogeneity, thus reducing the above expression to H t
p
= (1 + q)
 1
.
2
Often the notation  is used for proper time which here is denoted by t
p
. We have followed the conventions of Wainwright
and Ellis [2] when it comes to the denition of  . Note that this denition diers by a factor of 3 compared to that used by
Bruni et al [18].
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3.6 Discussion
Above we said that the -equations were decoupled, since  was the only variable that was not dimensionless.
However, this is not true if one introduces constants carrying dimension through the matter source or if one
introduces a cosmological constant (which also carries dimension). Such constants eectively reintroduces .
For example, for a cosmological constant we have that 


= 3=
2
. This denition leads to the following
equations:
@
0



= 2 (q + 1)


; (3.71)
@




= 2 r




: (3.72)
For a perfect uid with ~p = ~p(~) as an equation of state it is only ~p(~) = (   1) ~ that does not lead to
a reintroduction of . For example, for a polytropic equation of state, ~p(~) = K ~

, one obtains
~
P (
~

) =
3
1 
K
2 ( 1)
~



.
Note also that it is necessary to choose a lapse function M (or N ) and shift M
i
(or N
i
) depending only
on dimensionless variables if one wants to decouple the -equations. This might not be possible if one wants
to use, for example, comoving local coordinates for the perfect uid case. Thus dust, for example, leads to
M / . However, in special cases like spatially homogeneous models and \silent" models of the Universe
(to be discussed below) it turns out to be possible to obtain a decoupling of the evolution equation for ,
leading to a reduced dynamical problem. Even in the cases where one does not obtain a reduction it might
still be useful to make a -normalization, since this makes it possible to probe the regime where ! 1.
The quantity q appearing in the @
0
-equation can be obtained from Eq. (3.11) (which is the dimensionless
version of the Raychaudhuri equation). The quantity r

in the @

-equation is more problematic. It can be
obtained from Eq. (3.14) if the matrix ( 2=3 

 

+ 

W

) is invertible. If one considers the problem
with two commuting spacelike Killing vector elds, this matrix reduces to a scalar quantity (two components
of r

are identically zero if one adapts the frame to the Killing vectors). This is the case considered by
Hewitt and Wainwright [44]. They claim that this quantity typically is nonzero. Even if the above matrix
would be degenerate at some point one might still obtain r

from some of the constraints in the Jacobi
identities ( these constraints are identically satised in the case of two spacelike Killing vector elds [44] ).
Thus it should probably be possible, generically, to obtain the components of r

( i.e., those that are nonzero
even in the presence of Killing vector spacetime symmetries; such symmetries lead to a linear dependence
between the components r

if the symmetry has no timelike component
_
).
4 Special Examples
Perhaps the main application of the above outlined formalism is that it allows one to obtain many interesting
special cases in a useful unied and compact form just by deleting terms. A number of such cases will be
discussed in this section.
4.1 Silent models of the Universe including magnetic Maxwell elds
In analogy with what is often done in the Newman{Penrose formalism [15, 48] we can, for example, kine-
matically specialize the preferred timelike congruence u. Here we want to consider nonrotating congruences
without acceleration, 0 = !

= _u

. This means that we can impose a synchronous local coordinate system
with a timelike coordinate anely parametrizing the congruence.
Then one can ask the question of what restrictions one needs to impose on the curvature variables in
order to obtain a decoupled system of evolution equations. This is again in close analogy with the Newman{
Penrose approach where the restriction to an algebraically special Weyl curvature tensor leads to a decoupling
of a set of equations which can be solved ( see e.g. Refs. [49] and [50] for further references ). It turns out
that in the present case one can obtain a decoupling of a set of evolution equations if one assumes that the
\magnetic part" of the Weyl curvature tensor vanishes, H

= 0, and that the matter source dening the
preferred timelike direction be a nonrotating perfect uid with dust equation of state, 0 = p = q

= 

.
These conditions lead to the generically spatially inhomogeneous \silent" cosmological models of Matarrese,
Bruni and collaborators [17] - [19].
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Here, dierent from the original models, we consider the possibility of also including a sourcefree magnetic
Maxwell eld, noninteracting with the dust uid, which is aligned along one of the eigendirections of the
\electric part" of the Weyl curvature tensor. Thus we will assume that 0 = E

= H
2
= H
3
, which, by Eq.
(2.62), implies that the Poynting vector will be zero. A Maxwell eld restricted in this way (together with the
above mentioned kinematical specialization of the timelike congruence) will have covariantly vanishing spatial
divergence and spatial rotation [7]. The total stress-energy-momentum tensor of such a matter conguration
will have the following nonzero contributions:
 = 
dust
+
1
2
(H
1
)
2
; (4.1)
p =
1
6
(H
1
)
2
; (4.2)

11
=  
2
3
(H
1
)
2
=   2
22
=   2
33
=  
2
3

+
: (4.3)
Barnes and Rowlingson [51] showed that for irrotational perfect uid matter with vanishing \magnetic part"
of the Weyl curvature tensor, a canonical orthonormal frame comoving with u can be chosen such that the
shear tensor of the uid congruence, 

, and the \electric part" of the Weyl curvature tensor, E

, are
simultaneously diagonalized. This property follows from Eq. (2.47), which reduces to the algebraic constraint
0 = 



(E


+
1
2



) ; (4:4)
where we have already taken account of the proposed generalization. The diagonal components of Eqs. (2.41)
and (2.45) yield that 0 = n
11
= n
22
= n
33
, which in turn implies n


= 0. The o-diagonal components of
Eqs. (2.27) and (2.44) yield that 


= 0. Hence, it follows from Eq. (2.11) and !

= 0 (since 

and E

can be chosen to be diagonal) that e
0
, e
1
, e
2
and e
3
are HSO ( a property which enables one to diagonalize
the metric tensor ), and that the shear eigenframe is Fermi-propagated along u. Thus we have generalized
the results of Barnes and Rowlingson [51] to the proposed \silent" conguration with nonzero magnetic
Maxwell eld. We also remark that the momentum conservation equation (2.49) is identically satised by
virtue of the Maxwell eld equations. Note also that, since 0 = _u

= !

, the earlier discussion related to
inequalities for the values of the deceleration parameter q and the dimensionless product H t
p
applies.
As a result of these specializations, and applying an irreducible decompositions of 

, E

, 

and

S

according to Eq. (2.86), the relations presented in Section 2 reduce to the following set:
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[ e
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23
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+ (a
3
+ n
12
) e
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: (4.10)
Since we have an irrotational geodesic congruence and we demonstrated how a Fermi-transported HSO
spatial frame f e

g can be chosen, we can now write the orthonormal frame vectors as
e
0
= @
t
p
; e
2
= e
 
0
 
+
 
p
3 
 
@
y
;
e
1
= e
 
0
+2
+
@
x
; e
3
= e
 
0
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+
+
p
3 
 
@
z
;
(4.11)
where we have used a \Misner parametrization" of the diagonal 3-metric [52]. Of particular interest are the
commutators involving e
0
which give the following relations:
e
0
(
0
) =
1
3
 ; e
0
(

) =
1
3


: (4:12)
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Decoupled subsystem of ordinary dierential (evolution) equations:
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Remaining system of evolution equations:
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Tracefree part and trace of 3-Ricci curvature of spacelike 3-surfaces orthogonal to u (Gau equation):
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The constraint equations:
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In order to derive Eqs. (4.39) - (4.44) we made use of the Maxwell equations (4.45) - (4.47). Lesame et al
[53] recently reported that no new constraints arise from propagating the conditions (4.30) - (4.44) along
the uid ow lines in the zero magnetic Maxwell eld case (H
1
= 0). Hence, any H
1
= 0 initial data, which
satisfy the constraints (4.30) - (4.44), evolve according to the evolution equations (4.13) - (4.18) and provide
a consistent solution to the Einstein eld equations with dust matter and 0 = !

= _u

and H

= 0.
Without proof we here assume that this consistency is not being violated by the introduction of the nonzero
magnetic Maxwell eld, H
1
6= 0, and leave a rigorous consistency check for a future project.
It has been conjectured by Berger et al [54] that for irrotational matter ows there might be a link be-
tween the presence of gravitational radiation in a spacetime and the nonvanishing of the conformal curvature
of the spacelike 3-surfaces orthogonal to u. Their hypothesis arose from an investigation of the Petrov type D
spatially inhomogeneous dust spacetimes of Szekeres [55], in which they demonstrated that in those models
the spacelike 3-surfaces have vanishing conformal curvature. Here we want to reverse the argument. As a
nonzero \magnetic part" of the Weyl curvature tensor as measured with respect to fundamental observers
comoving with u is assumed to be a necessary condition for the presence of gravitational radiation in a
particular spacetime geometry, we are interested in whether the 3-Cotton{York tensor is zero for (general-
ized) \silent" models and thus further support is given to the Berger et al conjecture. Since the canonical
orthonormal frame for \silent" models employed here diagonalizes the shear tensor as well as 

, and only
o-diagonal terms of the commutation functions n

are nonzero, it follows directly from Eq. (2.53) that the
on-diagonal terms of

C

vanish. However, by use of the (0)-equations (4.30) - (4.32), the H-constraint
equations (4.36) - (4.38), and the Maxwell equations (4.45) - (4.47), we obtain from Eq. (2.53) for the
o-diagonal terms of
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We do not see any a priori reason why the righthand sides of these expressions should be zero. Hence,
against our expectations, for a general representative within the (generalized) class of \silent" models the
zero \magnetic part" of the Weyl tensor condition does not imply the vanishing of the 3-Cotton{York tensor.
Nevertheless, the result of Berger et al as regards the dust spacetimes of Szekeres is contained in Eqs. (4.48)
- (4.50): for 0 = 
 
= n
23
( see Ref. [56] ) and H
1
= 0 it follows that 0 =

C
1
=

C
2
=

C
3
.
Dimensionless formulation:
In terms of the expansion-normalized dimensionless variables introduced in Section 3 the sets of equations
(4.1) - (4.3), (4.5) - (4.10), (4.14) - (4.19), (4.20) - (4.25), (4.27) - (4.29) and (4.30) - (4.47) become respec-
tively:

 = 

dust
+
1
2
(H
1
)
2
(4.51)
P =
1
6
(H
1
)
2
(4.52)
24
+
= (H
1
)
2
(4.53)
0 = Q

= 
 
: (4.54)
The commutators:
[@
0
; @
1
] =   r
1
@
0
+ (q + 2
+
)@
1
(4.55)
[@
0
; @
2
] =   r
2
@
0
+ (q   
+
 
p
3
 
)@
2
(4.56)
[@
0
; @
3
] =   r
3
@
0
+ (q   
+
+
p
3
 
)@
3
(4.57)
[@
1
; @
2
] =   (r
2
+ 3A
2
  3N
31
)@
1
+ (r
1
+ 3A
1
+ 3N
23
)@
2
(4.58)
[@
2
; @
3
] =   (r
3
+ 3A
3
  3N
12
)@
2
+ (r
2
+ 3A
2
+ 3N
31
)@
3
(4.59)
[@
3
; @
1
] =   (r
1
+ 3A
1
  3N
23
)@
3
+ (r
3
+ 3A
3
+ 3N
12
)@
1
: (4.60)
On an individual uid ow line one can choose N =  3, N

= 0. With this choice Eq. (4.12) (with
which one can replace the above @
0
-commutators, if one is so inclined) takes the form
@
0

0
= 1 ; @
0

+
= 

: (4:61)
Decoupled subsystem of ordinary dierential (evolution) equations:
@
0

+
= (q   1 + 
+
) 
+
  (
 
)
2
  E
+
+
1
2
(H
1
)
2
(4.62)
@
0

 
= (q   1  2
+
) 
 
  E
 
(4.63)
@
0
E
+
= (2 q   1  3
+
) E
+
 
3
2
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) (H
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2
(4.64)
@
0
E
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= (2 q   1 + 3
+
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3
2
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3
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(H
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2
(4.65)
@
0


dust
= (2 q   1)

dust
(4.66)
@
0
H
1
= (q   1  2
+
)H
1
(4.67)
@
0



= 2 (q + 1)


: (4.68)
As before ( cf. Eq. (3.7) ) we have an evolution equation for , which in itself is decoupled from the set
(4.62) - (4.68):
@
0
 =   (1 + q) ; (4:69)
and the parameter q is given by
q = 2 [ (
+
)
2
+ (
 
)
2
] +
1
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
: (4:70)
Remaining system of evolution equations:
@
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+
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(4.71)
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+
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) : (4.76)
Tracefree part and trace of 3-Ricci curvature of spacelike 3-surfaces orthogonal to u (Gau equation):
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The constraint equations:
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0 = (@
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: (4.103)
The evolution equation (4.68) arises from Eq. (3.71), while the extra constraints (4.80) - (4.82) and (4.101)
- (4.103) derive respectively from Eqs. (3.8) and (3.72).
There are a number of ways one can generalize the \silent" models. For example, one can relax the
conditions on the kinematic quantities and allow rotation. Another possibility is to allow parallel electric
and magnetic Maxwell elds that are not aligned with the shear or \electric part" eigendirections. The key
to generalizations seems to be to respect the \silent" conditions: 0 = H

= q

, and to use a geodesic
congruence, _u

= 0. Perhaps it is not so surprising that, in such cases, one obtains ordinary dierential
equations, since the \silent" conditions are assumed to correspond to the fact that no information is ex-
changed between dierent uid ow lines, motivating the notion \silent". The above mentioned rotational
26
and electromagnetic generalizations will be discussed further elsewhere [57].
4.2 Locally rotationally symmetric models
LRS symmetry of a uid spacetime conguration is given when there exists a (normalized) spacelike congru-
ence e orthogonal to u, covariantly dened by for example a nonzero vorticity vector eld, an eigendirection
of a nonzero degenerate rate of shear tensor eld, or a nonvanishing acceleration vector eld. As all phys-
ical measurements have to be invariant under spatial rotations about e and hence identical in all spatial
directions orthogonal to e, this congruence must be geodesic and shearfree in the local rest 3-spaces or-
thogonal to u [9, 20]. Given a choice of orthonormal frame with e
0
= u, e
1
= e, all covariantly dened
spacelike vector elds orthogonal to u are consequently colinear with e
1
, and all covariantly dened spacelike
symmetric tracefree tensor elds orthogonal to u have coinciding eigenframes with two equal eigenvalues
(T
 
= T
1
= T
2
= T
3
= 0 ) [9, 20, 58]. Furthermore, one can make a specialization of the orthonormal frame
such that only the following commutation functions are nonzero [9, 20]:
; _u
1
:= _u; 
11
=  2
22
=  2
33
:=  
2
3

+
; !
1
= 

1
:= !; a
1
:= a; a
2
= n
31
; n
11
: (4:104)
The spatial frame derivatives of those variables f , which are proportional to covariantly dened scalar quan-
tities, have to satisfy the condition 0 = e
2
(f) = e
3
(f).
The commutators:
[ e
0
; e
1
] = _ue
0
 
1
3
(  2
+
) e
1
(4.105)
[ e
0
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2
] =  
1
3
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) e
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(4.106)
[ e
0
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3
] =  
1
3
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) e
3
(4.107)
[ e
1
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2
] = a e
2
(4.108)
[ e
2
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3
] =   2! e
0
+ n
11
e
1
+ 2n
31
e
3
(4.109)
[ e
3
; e
1
] =   a e
3
; (4.110)
where e
3
(n
31
) = 0, and n
11
is proportional to the magnitude of the spatial rotation of the covariantly dened
spacelike vector eld e. From the LRS spacetime symmetry and a particular use of the freedom of xing
the orthonormal frame it follows that e
2
and e
3
are HSO [9, 20]. In the zero-vorticity LRS case, ! = 0, it
follows that the spatial frame is actually Fermi-propagated along u, and if both 0 = ! = n
11
, all four frame
elds are HSO ( cf. Eq.(2.11) ).
Table 1: Notational dierences. Note that K (
2
K ) is actually a covariantly dened variable only if ! = 0 =
n
11
.
Stewart and Ellis (1968) [20] van Elst and Ellis (1995) [58] van Elst and Uggla
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K
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The evolution equations:
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e
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() =   (+ p)  (e
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+ 2 _u  2 a) (q
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(4.119)
e
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1
  e
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: (4.120)
The constraint equations:
0 = (e
1
  _u  2 a) (!) (4.121)
0 = q
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11
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0 = (e
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  2 a) (n
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)! (4.124)
0 = (e
1
  a) (n
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) (4.125)
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3
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
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(4.126)
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) +
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(4.127)
0 = (e
1
  3 a) (H
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) +
3
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(+ p)!   3! (E
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 
1
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
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) +
3
4
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11
q
1
(4.128)
Tracefree part and trace of

S

(3-Ricci curvature of spacelike 3-surfaces orthogonal to u when ! = 0):

S
+
=   e
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(a)  (n
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)
2
+ 2 (e
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  2n
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) (n
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
R = 2 (2 e
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  3 a) (a) 
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+ 4 (e
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)
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2
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
2
+ 2+
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(
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2
  6!
2
+ 2 : (4.130)
The variables , 
+
, !, a, n
11
, E
+
and H
+
correspond directly (up to a constant factor) to covariantly
dened scalar quantities (cf. Ref. [58]), and therefore, due to the imposed LRS spacetime symmetry, have
vanishing frame derivatives in the e
2
- and e
3
-directions. Thus, by application of the commutator relation
(4.109) to this set of variables, and subsequent substitution from the evolution and constraint equations
(4.111) - (4.120) and (4.121) - (4.128), one can successively derive consistency conditions which need to be
satised by any solution to the LRS dynamical equations [20]. In this way one obtains from ! the condition
0 =
2
3
( + 
+
)! + an
11
; (4.131)
which is reproduced when (4.109) acts upon n
11
; from ( + 
+
), using (4.131), the condition
0 = ! [ (E
+
 
1
2
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+
) +
1
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+
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2
  3!
2
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(n
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)
2
+
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(+ 3 p)   ] +
3
4
n
11
q
1
; (4.132)
and from a, using (4.131), the condition
0 = n
11
[ (E
+
+
1
2

+
) +
1
3
(  
+
) 
2
3
(
+
)
2
  3!
2
+ 3 a _u+
3
4
(n
11
)
2
     ]  3! q
1
: (4.133)
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Combining (4.132) and (4.133) then yields the condition
0 = [ 2!
2
+
1
2
(n
11
)
2
] q
1
+ [ (+ p) 
2
3

+
]! n
11
: (4.134)
This shows that if hypersurface orthogonality properties of the two existing congruences is chosen as a
classication criterion for consistent LRS spacetime geometries, either ! = 0 or n
11
= 0 impose strong
restrictions on the matter eld source, since in this case the energy current density is demanded to vanish,
q
1
= 0. This is, for example, possible for magnetic Maxwell elds as discussed in the previous subsection.
No such restriction arises for 0 = ! = n
11
. Finally, applying (4.109) to E
+
, we get
0 = ! [ (+ p)
+
 
2
3
( + 2
+
)
+
  (e
1
+ 2 _u+ a) (q
1
) ]
+ n
11
[ e
1
()  ( + 
+
) q
1
] ; (4.135)
while applied to H
+
it reproduces Eq. (4.134).
Under the assumption that the matter source be a comoving perfect uid (0 = q
1
= 
+
) with (+ p) > 0,
the consistency condition (4.134) reduces to the simple relation
0 = ! n
11
; (4:136)
which allows a neat geometric classication of the related LRS spacetime geometries into three distinct
classes [9, 20]:
 LRS class I: ! 6= 0 =) 0 = n
11
=  = 
+
, e
0
(f) = 0 .
e
0
= u not HSO.
 LRS class II: 0 = ! = n
11
.
All frame vectors HSO.
 LRS class III: n
11
6= 0 =) 0 = ! = _u = a, e
1
(f) = 0 .
e
1
not HSO.
Solutions within LRS class I are invariant under the transformations of a multiply-transitive G
4
with 3-D
timelike orbits, those within the spatially homogeneous LRS class III under transformations of a multiply-
transitive G
4
with 3-D spacelike orbits. The underlying spacetime symmetry group of LRS class II is
a multiply-transitive G
3
with 2-D spacelike orbits of either constant positive, zero, or negative Gauian
curvature
2
K := 2 (e
2
  2n
31
) (n
31
) : (4:137)
Contained within the three LRS perfect uid classes are a number of prominent cosmological models such as
the Godel model ( class I: e
1
(f) = 0, 0 =  = 
+
= _u = a = n
11
, 0 = p = H
+
,  < 0 ), spatially homogeneous
models ( classes II and III: e
1
(f) = 0, 0 = ! = _u = a ) with Kantowski{Sachs ( class II: n
11
= 0, H
+
= 0,
2
K > 0 ) and Friedmann{Lema^tre{Robertson{Walker ( classes II and III: 
+
= 0, 0 = E
+
= H
+
) models as
special cases, and spherically symmetric Lema^tre{Tolman{Bondi dust models ( class II: 0 = ! = a = n
11
,
0 = p = H
+
,
2
K > 0 ) (see [9, 20, 58] and references therein).
Note that Eq. (4.126) implies that LRS class II models have zero \magnetic part" of the Weyl curvature
tensor. Thus the corresponding dust models are examples of special \silent" models contained in the pre-
vious subsection. Apart from the Kantowski{Sachs models, further spatially homogeneous specializations
contained in LRS class II are of LRS Bianchi Type{III (
2
K < 0) and LRS Bianchi Type{I (
2
K = 0). The
conformal properties of spacelike 3-surfaces orthogonal to u in LRS models of classes II (

C

= 0 ) and III
(

C

6= 0 ) were investigated by Wainwright [59]. Various exact solutions with LRS spacetime symmetries
have been discussed in Refs. [9], [20] and [48].
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Dimensionless formulation:
In terms of the expansion-normalized dimensionless variables introduced in Section 3 the sest of equations
(4.105) - (4.110), (4.112) - (4.120), (4.121) - (4.128), (4.129) - (4.130) and (4.131) - (4.135) become respec-
tively:
The commutators:
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The evolution equations:
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As before ( cf. Eq. (3.7) ) we have an evolution equation for , which in itself is decoupled from the set
(4.144) - (4.153):
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The constraint equations:
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The evolution equation (4.153) arises from Eq. (3.71), while the extra constraints (4.156) and (4.165) derive
respectively from Eqs. (3.8) and (3.72).
Tracefree part and trace of S

(3-Ricci curvature of spacelike 3-surfaces orthogonal to u when W = 0):
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Consistency conditions:
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4.2.1 LRS class II perfect uid models
Although they have been discussed many times in the past (and one will probably continue to do so in
the future), we think that in the context of the overall framework presented here it is instructive to take a
closer look at models within the generically spatially inhomogeneous LRS class II that contain a perfect uid
matter source with an equation of state p = p(). Using the covariantly dened Gauian 2-curvature of the
symmetry group orbits,
2
K, in favor of E
+
as a dynamical variable, the sets of equations (4.105) - (4.110),
(4.111) - (4.120), and (4.121) - (4.128) specialize to:
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e
0
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(Note that we have added a _u evolution equation since we are considering a nontilted perfect uid.) and
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Now taking the slicing point of view we can choose local coordinates t; x; y; z and express the orthonormal
frame vectors according to Eq. (2.76) as
e
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x
) ; e
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= (Y Z)
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(4.192)
where N = N(t; x), N
x
= N
x
(t; x), X = X(t; x), Y = Y (t; x), and Z = Z(y). Inserting these expressions
into the commutation relations (4.175) - (4.180) we obtain
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Then, demanding that
2
K be constant for t = const = x, we get from Eq. (4.137) the condition
0 = Z
;yy
+ C
1
Z ; C
1
= const ; (4:198)
from which it follows that
2
K = C
1
= Y
2
. If C
1
> 0 the group orbits are spherically symmetric 2-surfaces, if
C
1
= 0 they are at 2-planes, and if C
1
< 0 the 2-surfaces have hyperbolic geometry.
How much information about the metric does the system of equations (4.181) - (4.190) contain? Through
the commutators we nd that the metric variable Y occurs implicitly through
2
K in the spherically and hy-
perbolically symmetric cases. However, there is no information about X , which is implicitly appearing in
these equations through e
1
. Thus to obtain a complete system one has to include the commutator equation
corresponding to Eq. (4.194). It is also worth noting that the time and space frame derivatives of Y are
encoded through the kinematic quantities ( by the combination ( + 
+
) ) and the variable a. This is in
stark contrast to the metric variable X , where the only information we can obtain is that its e
0
-derivative is
determined by the combination (  2
+
), if we have specied a shift vector (of course the shift also occurs
implicitly in e
0
in the above equations). The fact that we do not have a variable corresponding to an e
1
-
derivative of X is completely analogous to the nonexistence of an e
0
-derivative of the lapse; the nonexistence
of an e
1
-derivative of X is associated with the freedom of making a coordinate reparametrization x = x(x).
In terms of dimensionless variables the LRS class II perfect uid models are described by the sets of equations:
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The variables E
+
and
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are related by
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Let us now consider the special case where p() = (   1), P (
) = (   1)
, so that  is not \rein-
troduced". Equation (4.211) denes q while one can use Eq. (4.213) to solve for 
. One can choose Eq.
(4.212) to solve for r. This is indeed the equation Hewitt and Wainwright used in the case of two commuting
spacelike Killing vector elds (which overlaps with the present case when
2
K = 0) [44]. However, in the
present case one can also choose (4.214) in order to solve for r. Once one has solved for r the remaining
equation will constitute a constraint ( in contrast to the case considered by Hewitt and Wainwright which
did not contain such a constraint [44]). If one includes a cosmological constant, Eq. (4.216 ) implies that the
possibilities of solving for r increase even further.
4.3 Spatially homogeneous models
When dealing with spatially homogeneous models it is convenient to choose e
0
as the unit normal with
respect to the spacelike 3-surfaces of homogeneity. Since one usually focuses on spatially homogeneous
expanding models, in this section we will go directly to the dimensionless formulation. The condition of
adapting to the spatially homogeneous 3-surfaces leads to the restrictions: 0 =
_
U

= W

= r

= @

F ; F
denoting the dimensionless form of any geometrically dened variable. (Note that, since 0 =
_
U

=W

, the
earlier discussion related to inequalities for the values of the deceleration parameter q and the dimensionless
product H t
p
applies.) Spatially homogeneous models have been reviewed many times before, see, for
example, Refs. [21], [22], and [2]. Since we have adapted to the spatially homogeneous 3-surfaces it is
natural to take the slicing point of view. This leads to the relations
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i
e
i
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where e
i
are the vector elds associated with the spatial homogeneity symmetry group. Thus 
i
jk
are just
the structure constants describing the various Bianchi groups (the Kantowski{Sachs models with multiply-
transitive spacetime isometry group have already been treated in the previous LRS section). Spatial homo-
geneity requires N = N (t), while the shift vector can be set to zero ( however, a full use of the so-called
automorphism group requires a nonzero spatially dependent shift vector satisfying certain requirements; for
further discussions see Refs. [60] and [61] ). In this case one can choose N = 3, leading to a time variable
 = ln (`=`
0
) ( recall Eq. (1.8) ). Thus the operator @
0
acting on a function F (t) reduces to dF=d . These
restrictions lead to:
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The eld equations
Decoupled equation
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Remaining eld equations
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The Jacobi identities
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The \electric" and \magnetic parts" of the Weyl tensor
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The Bianchi identities for the Weyl tensor
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Note that the constraints that arise in the Bianchi identities do not give any new information. They are just
combinations of the constraints obtained in the eld equations and the Jacobi identities.
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The Bianchi identities for the source terms
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The dimensionless form of the 3-Cotton{York tensor for spatially homogeneous models is
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The conformal properties of spacelike 3-surfaces in (orthogonal) spatially homogeneous cosmological models
were investigated by Wainwright [59].
Note that the class B parameter h gives rise to a constraint through its denition:
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Expressed in expansion-normalized variables the Bianchi{Schucking{Behr classication ( see e.g. Ref. [22] )
takes the form given in Tab. 2 (the variables, and therefore also the present form of the classication, breaks
down when  = 0. In that case one has to use other variables, such as for example the original dimensional
ones). It is interesting to note that the Type{I models ( which are characterized by 0 = N

= A

) are
examples of \silent" models ( see Eq. (4.233) ).
Table 2: Classication of the Bianchi groups into classes A and B and group types I{IX. Bianchi Type{III
belongs to Type{VI
h
with h =   1.
Group Class Group Type
Class A , A

= 0 det (N

) 6= 0 IX: sgn () det (N

) > 0 VIII: sgn () det (N

) < 0
det (N

) = 0 VII
0
: N > 0 VI
0
: N < 0
II: N = 0 ; N


6= 0 I: N = 0 ; N


= 0
Class B , A

6= 0 det (N

) = 0 VII
h
: N > 0 VI
h
: N < 0
IV: N = 0 ; N


6= 0 V: N = 0 ; N


= 0
Note that the above equations are ordinary dierential equations. Furthermore, at rst sight there seems
to be no need for the commutators, since the only dierential operator appearing in them (@
0
) reduces to an
ordinary derivative (d=d), which is completely known. This is a consequence of the spatial symmetry. In
more general circumstances one does not have control of the information hidden in the dierential operators.
Thus in such cases one is forced to consider the commutator equations. However, even in the spatially
homogeneous case one needs to consider the commutators if one wants to construct the metric. Nevertheless,
in this case it turns out that one can do so algebraically without solving any dierential equations, by choosing
a shift vector adapted to the automorphism group [61]. The most common frame choice is one restricting
N

and A

. Usually, with the exception of some special class B models, one chooses N

to be diagonal.
Various exact solutions of spatially homogeneous (uid) spacetime geometries have been discussed in, for
example, Refs. [21], [22], [48] and [62].
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4.3.1 Perfect uids
Here we will consider a perfect uid with equation of state ~p(~) = (   1) ~. Since we want to assume
that the uid is tilted with respect to the spatially homogeneous 3-surfaces, this leads to the dimensionless
expressions given in Eq. (3.37). Then the equations which follow for 
 and v
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It is convenient to use Eq. (4.224) to solve for 
. However, it is often of advantage not to use the constraint
(4.225) to solve for v

globally, since the constraint surface is quite complicated. Instead one can use Eq.
(4.225) to solve for some variables (not necessarily v

) locally. For examples on how to deal with constraints
of the type given in equation (4.225), see Refs. [63], [64] and [65]. It is usually convenient to make variable
transformations to other dimensionless variables when dealing with specic problems. Examples of this can
be found in Ref. [66], which addressed class B models, and Ref. [46], which dealt with LRS Type{IX models.
4.3.2 Maxwell vacuum elds
The dimensionless form of the contributions to the Maxwell stress-energy-momentum tensor were given in
Eqs. (3.41) - (3.43), while the sourcefree Maxwell equations for spatially homogeneous elds are given by
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5 Concluding Remarks
It has been shown how, from the general 1 + 3 orthonormal frame equations presented in sections 2 and 3,
one can extract equations suitable for further investigations for a large set of dierent problems. In a series
of future papers the authors will, together with M. Bruni, present a dynamical systems analysis for rotating
\silent" models and \silent" models including electromagnetic elds [57].
The dimensionless formulation presented in section 3 is adapted to the existence of homothetic Killing
vector elds, since the result of acting with the associated symmetry transformation on any dimensionless
quantity yields zero. It is believed that self-similar solutions act as key building blocks when it comes
to the understanding of more general models not exhibiting such a symmetry. For example, this is true
in spatially homogeneous cosmology and for models with two spacelike commuting Killing vector elds,
where they occur as equilibrium states in the reduced dimensionless phase space ( see e.g. Ref. [2] ). Thus
dimensionless formulations should provide a proper setting for probing the role of self-similar solutions in
General Relativity.
The 1+ 3 formulation which has been presented here is motivated by the existence of a preferred timelike
vector eld u. Usually this eld is supplied by the stress-energy-momentum tensor. When it comes to vacuum
spacetime geometries it is perhaps more natural to use formalisms based on 2+2 splittings rather than 1+ 3
or 3 + 1 splittings. In a 2 + 2 splitting formalism one can choose to adapt to null congruences. This has the
advantage that the formalism then is naturally adapted to the algebraic properties of the Weyl curvature
tensor. Moreover, such approaches should also be useful for problems involving gravitational radiation. In
this context one can mention the Newman{Penrose formalism and the Geroch{Held{Penrose formalism ( see
e.g. Refs. [67], [14] ). Another 2 + 2 formalism worth mentioning is the covariant 2+ 2 formalism developed
by d'Inverno and others [68], which now frequently nds application in the literature. Here the spacetime
manifold is foliated by two families of spacelike 2-surfaces, which are Lie-dragged along two congruences of
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arbitrarily timelike, null or spacelike character. Its advantages lie in the fact that it can explicitly identify
the degrees of freedom of a vacuum gravitational eld as the entries of a 2-metric, and that initial data is
unconstrained.
In general 2+2 approaches seem to be preferred when it comes to vacuum spacetimes. However, it should
be pointed out that there exist nontrivial vacuum and electromagnetic invariant submanifolds in the \silent"
cases, particularly if one allows the congruence u to have rotation. Moreover, if 
 
and E
 
are nonzero
one has Petrov type I. Since most exact vacuum and electromagnetic solutions are algebraically special, the
models arising in the 1+ 3 context, which lead to a decoupled system of ordinary dierential equations, may
provide an alternative to the traditional 2+ 2 approaches when it comes to nding out properties of models
that are of Petrov type I.
In the context of \silent" models one may investigate the size of the solution space for a given proposed
conguration. Some insight in this respect can be gained from a systematic study of the integrability
conditions underlying the particular setting under scrutiny, that is, various consistency conditions might arise
from propagating the constraint equations along the preferred timelike congruence u. Another interesting
possibility of probing the solution space is provided by an application of the equivalence problem approach
[38, 39]. Further progress could arise from numerical calculations aimed at revealing the content of the
related constraint equations, which, to our knowledge, to date have not been pursued. Finally, it should
be pointed out that \silent" models contain a fairly large set of known exact solutions, although no new
solution has been discovered within this class so far. However, it seems unlikely that there should not
exist any further solution for these models, apart from the known exact ones. Even if this was so, the
given geometric formulation of the class of \silent" models (and beyond) presents a remarkably attractive
framework that nicely unies otherwise scattered results.
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A Appendix
When translating the equations of the 1 + 3 splitting approach to General Relativity from covariant into
orthonormal frame form the following relations valid for the derivative terms occurring are very useful:
A.1 Vector derivatives
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A.2 Tensor derivatives
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